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A treatise on the law of waters: including riparian rights, and public and private rights in waters tidal and inland.
Chicago: Callaghan. 1891
Natural Resources
cxxi, 932 p.; 24 cm.; US-50-1; 2nd ed.
Fiche: 25190-25201

Yale, Gregory, 1816-1871.
Legal titles to mining claims and water rights in California: under the mining law of Congress, of July, 1866.
San Francisco: A. Roman. 1867
Natural Resources
Fiche: 25202-25206

Angell, Joseph Kinnicut, 1794-1857.
A treatise on the law of watercourses: with an appendix containing forms of declaration, etc.
Boston: C.C. Little and J. Brown. 1840
Natural Resources
Fiche: 25207-25209

Angell, Joseph Kinnicut, 1794-1857.
A treatise on the right of property in tide waters and in the soil and shores thereof: to which is added an appendix containing the principal adjudged cases.
Boston: H. Gray. 1826
Natural Resources
Fiche: 25210-25214

Weeks, Edward P.
A commentary on the mining legislation of Congress with a preliminary review of the repealed sections of the Mining Act of 1866: the whole constituting a complete statement of the law and practice relative to mines, mining, and mineral lands, under United States laws, as construed by the General Land Office, the Secretary of the Interior, and the courts from 1866 to the present time.
San Francisco: S. Whitney. 1889
Natural Resources
Fiche: 25215-25221

Abel, Frederick Augustus, Sir, 1826-1902.
Mining accidents and their prevention: with discussion by leading experts: also, the United States, British and Prussian laws regulating the working of coal mines.
New York: Scientific Pub. Co. 1889
Natural Resources
Fiche: 25655-25659

Angell, Joseph Kinnicut, 1794-1857.
A treatise on the common law in relation to watercourses: intended more particularly as an illustration of the rights and duties of the owners and occupants of water privileges: to which is added an appendix, containing the principal adjudged cases.
Boston: Wells and Lilly. 1824
Natural Resources
Fiche: 25660-25663

Angell, Joseph Kinnicut, 1794-1857.
A treatise on the law of watercourses: with an appendix containing statutes of flowing and forms of declarations.
Boston: C.C. Little and J. Brown. 1850
Natural Resources
Fiche: 25664-25670

Angell, Joseph Kinnicut, 1794-1857.
A treatise on the law of watercourses: with an appendix containing statutes of flowing and forms of declarations.
Boston: Little, Brown. 1854
Natural Resources
xxvi, 683 p.; ill., forms; 25 cm.; US-50-9; 5th ed., rev., and containing references to many new adjudged cases.
Fiche: 25671-25678

Angell, Joseph Kinnicut, 1794-1857.
A treatise on the law of watercourses: with an appendix containing statutes of flowing and forms of declarations.
Boston: Little, Brown. 1869
Natural Resources
Fiche: 25679-25688

Angell, Joseph Kinnicut, 1794-1857.
A treatise on the law of watercourses: with an appendix containing statutes of flowing and forms of declarations.
Boston: Little, Brown. 1877
Natural Resources
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A treatise on the law of waters: including riparian rights, and public and private rights in waters tidal and inland.
Chicago: Callaghan. 1883
Natural Resources
Fiche: 25699-25709
Wade, William Pratt, 1839-1894.
Natural Resources
Fiche: 25710-25714

Rockwell, John A.
A Compilation of Spanish and Mexican law in relation to mines, and titles to real estate: in force in California, Texas and New Mexico: and in the territories acquired under the Louisiana and Florida treaties, when annexed to the United States: volume I, containing a translation of the mining ordinances of New Spain--Gamboaís mining ordinances--the laws in relation to mines of gold, silver and quicksilver, contained in the "Novísima recopilación", and the "Recopilación de las Indias", and in the decrees of the Cortes of Spain and of Ferdinand VII: also of the laws and decrees of Mexico, on the subject of mines, colonization, and the right of foreigners to hold real estate: also, extracts from public documents, and from the laws of California, in relation to mines and mineral lands: together with a digest of the common law, on the subject of mines and mining.
New York: J.S. Voorhies. 1851
Natural Resources
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Angell, Joseph Kinnicut, 1794-1857.
A treatise on the common law in relation to watercourses: intended more particularly as an illustration of the rights and duties of the owners and occupants of water privileges: with an appendix, containing forms of declaration.
Boston: Hilliard, Gray. 1833
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xxi, 221, 12, xi p.; forms; 21 cm.; US-50-15; 2nd ed.
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Lindley, Curtis H. (Curtis Holbrook), 1850-1920.
A treatise on the American law relating to mines and mineral lands: within the public land states and territories and governing the acquisition and enjoyment of mining rights in lands of the public domain.
San Francisco: Bancroft-Whitney Co. 1897
Natural Resources
2 v. (xxiv, 1526 p.); 24 cm.; US-50-16.
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Morrison, R. S. (Robert Stewart), 1843-1920.
Mining rights in Colorado: lode and placer claims, possessory and patented, from the district organizations to the present time: statutes in full: prospecting, land office, incorporations, forms, decisions, &c.
Denver: Chain & Hardy. 1879
Natural Resources
331 p.; forms; 16 cm.; US-50-17; 3rd ed.
Fiche: 25782-25785

Morrison, R. S. (Robert Stewart), 1843-1920.
Mining rights in Colorado: lode and placer claims, possessory and patented, from the district organizations to the present time: statutes in full: prospecting, land office, incorporations, forms, decisions, etc.
Denver: Chain & Hardy. 1880
Natural Resources
Fiche: 25786-25789

Morrison, R. S. (Robert Stewart), 1843-1920.
Mining rights in Colorado: lode and placer claims, possessory and patented, from the district organizations to the present time: statutes in full: prospecting, land office, incorporations, forms, decisions, etc.
Denver: Chain & Hardy. 1892
Natural Resources
Fiche: 25790-25794

Angell, Joseph Kinnicut, 1794-1857.
A treatise on the right of property in tide waters and in the soil and shores thereof.
Boston: C.C. Little and J. Brown. 1847
Natural Resources
Fiche: 25878-25882

Barringer, Daniel Moreau, 1860.
The law of mines and mining in the United States.
Boston: Little, Brown. 1897-1911
Natural Resources
Fiche: 25883-25902

United States.
Mining code: a compilation of all the existing mining, water, pre-emption and homestead laws of the the United States and the State of Colorado, mining decisions of the courts and Department of the Interior, articles of incorporation and by-laws for mining companies, comments, forms, etc.
Denver, Colo.: Stone. 1879
Natural Resources
Fiche: 25903-25904
Farley, James P.
  Argument on the petition of the City of Lynn: to amend the charter of the Marblehead Water Company.
  Boston: [s.n.]. 1886
  Natural Resources
  Fiche: 25905

French, Henry F. (Henry Flagg), 1813-1885.
  Argument of Hon. Henry F. French, of Boston: on the 1st day of March 1861, before the Joint Committee of the Legislature of Massachusetts on the petition for the repeal of an act in relation to the flowage of the meadows on Concord and Sudbury Rivers, approved April 4, 1860.
  [S.l.: s.n.]. [1861?]
  Natural Resources
  Fiche: 25906

Morrison, R. S. (Robert Stewart), 1843-1920.
  Mining rights in the western states and territories: lode and placer claims possessory and patented: statutes, decisions, forms, land office and surveyor general's rules for prospectors, attorneys, incorporators and surveyors.
  Denver: Chain & Hardy. 1897
  Natural Resources
  Fiche: 25907-25912

Wyman, Gilbert.
  Public land and mining laws of Alaska, the Northwest Territory [i.e. Territories], and the province of British Columbia: the work contains a careful compilation of all the mining laws, and all the public lands now in force: of Alaska, of the Northwest Territory, and of the province of British Columbia: the United States mining laws and regulations are also inserted in full.
  Fruitvale, Calif.: G. Wyman. 1898
  Natural Resources
  798 p.: ill., map; 16 cm.; US-50-26; compiled by Gilbert Wyman.
  Fiche: 25913-25921

Blanchard, George A.
  The Law of mines, minerals, and mining water rights: a collection of select and leading cases on mines, minerals, and mining water rights, with notes.
  San Francisco: S. Whitney. 1877
  Natural Resources
  Fiche: 25922-25931

Wilson, Charles S.
  A Manual of the mining laws of the United States, Colorado, New Mexico and Arizona: containing statutes complete, with the latest amendments, decisions of the courts and Land Office: notes, forms, diagrams, suggestions, etc.
  Denver, Colo.: W.H. Lawrence. [1884]
  Natural Resources
  120, xix p.: forms; 17 cm.; US-50-28; 2nd ed., with supplement rev. to date; by Charles S. Wilson with the assistance of S.W. Carpenter.
  Fiche: 25997-25998

United States.
  The U.S. mining laws: and the decisions of the commissioner of the General Land Office and the Secretary of the Interior thereunder: together with the circular instructions from the General Land Office: and forms for establishing proof of claims: also, the decision of the Supreme Court of the United States under the mining acts.
  San Francisco: A.L. Bancroft. 1881
  Natural Resources
  xii, 677 p.: forms; 23 cm.; US-50-29.
  Fiche: 25999-26006

Wade, William Pratt, 1839-1894.
  St. Louis: F.H. Thomas. 1889 [c1882]
  Natural Resources
  Fiche: 37368-37372

Hittell, John S. (John Shertzer), 1825-1901.
  Mining in the Pacific states of North America.
  San Francisco: H.H. Bancroft. 1861
  Natural Resources
  Fiche: 37373-37375

Tapping, Thomas, 1817-1886.
  The Readwin prize essay on the cost book: its principles and practice as applicable to mining.
  London: Shaw. 1854
  Natural Resources
  xvii, 197 p.: forms; 22 cm.; UK-50-32; 2nd ed., much enl. and considerably augm.
  Fiche: 39440-39442
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A treatise of the law of waters: including the law relating to rights in the sea, and rights concerning rivers, canals, dock companies, fisheries, mills, watercourses, &c.: with a note concerning the rights of the Crown to the land between high and low water mark.
London: W. Benning. 1851
Natural Resources
xxxii, 479 p.; 22 cm.; UK-50-33; 2nd ed.
Fiche: 39443-39448

Rogers, Arundel, 1826-1889.
The law relating to mines, minerals, & quarries in Great Britain and Ireland: including rights of the Crown, the Duchy of Cornwall, and local laws and customs: with a summary of the laws of foreign states, and practical directions for obtaining government grants to work foreign mines.
London: Stevens. 1876
Natural Resources
lxii, 935 p.; 22 cm.; UK-50-34; 2nd ed.
Fiche: 39516-39526

Bainbridge, William, 1811-1869.
A treatise on the law of mines and minerals.
London: Butterworths. 1856
Natural Resources
xxv, 709 p.; 22 cm.; UK-50-35; 2nd ed.
Fiche: 39538-39545

Bainbridge, William, 1811-1869.
A treatise on the law of mines and minerals.
San Francisco: S. Whitney. 1871
Natural Resources
Fiche: 39546-39555

Bainbridge, William, 1811-1869.
A treatise on the law of mines and minerals.
London: Butterworths. 1878
Natural Resources
Fiche: 39556-39562

Bainbridge, William, 1811-1869.
A treatise on the law of mines and minerals.
London: Butterworths. 1878
Natural Resources
Fiche: 39563-39574

Stewart, D. Ross (David Ross).
A treatise on the law relating to mines, quarries, and minerals in Scotland.
Edinburgh: W. Green. 1894
Natural Resources
Fiche: 40013-40018

Oregon, Supreme Court.
The decision of the Supreme Court, in and for the Territory of Oregon, upon the location law: also, a review of Judge Pratt's opinion, and the correspondence between Gov. Gaines and Attorney Gen'l Crittenden upon the same subject: together with the Oregon land law.
Portland: Printed by Thos. J. Dryer. 1852
Natural Resources
39 p.; 23 cm.; US-50-34.
Fiche: 40678

Morrison, R. S. (Robert Stewart), 1843-1920.
Mining rights in the western states and territories: lode and placer claims, possessory and patented: statutes, Land Office and Surveyor General's rules: instructions to prospectors, locators, conveyancers, incorporators and surveyors, with forms, decisions, etc.
Denver: Chain & Hardy. 1895
Natural Resources
Fiche: 41115-41119

Wood, James G. (James George), 1843-1928.
The laws of the Dean Forest and Hundred of Saint Briavels, in the County of Gloucester: a collection of statutes, awards & public documents relating to the Forest and Hundred: with notes and appendices.
London: H. Sweet. 1878
Natural Resources
x, 128 p.; forms; 18 cm.; UK-50-36.
Fiche: 42656-42661

Tapping, Thomas, 1817-1886.
A treatise on the High Peak Mineral Customs and Mineral Courts Act, 1851 (14 & 15 Vict. c. 94): analytically and practically arranged ...: with notes, references, forms, and a copious index.
London: Shaw and Sons. 1851
Natural Resources
x, 128 p.; forms; 18 cm.; UK-50-37.
Fiche: 43012-43014

Collier, R. P. (Robert Porrett), Baron Monkswell, 1817-1886.
A treatise on the law relating to mines: including the latest cases reported, July, 1855, and the new Stannary Act, 1855.
London: W.G. Benning. 1855
Natural Resources
xv, 281 p.; forms; 19 cm.; UK-50-38; 2nd ed.
Fiche: 43056-43059

James, Charles Ashworth, 1859-1937.
Mining royalties: their practical operation and effect.
London: New York: Longmans, Green. 1893
Natural Resources
Fiche: 43623-43625
Arundell, Whitton.  
A practical treatise on the law relating to mines and mining companies.  
London : Lockwood. 1862  
Natural Resources  
Fiche: 43626-43628

Collier, R. P. (Robert Porrett), Baron Monkswell, 1817-1886.  
A treatise on the law relating to mines.  
Philadelphia : T. & J.W. Johnson. 1853  
Natural Resources  
143 p. : forms ; 24 cm.; UK-50-40.  
Fiche: 43629-43630

The Law of collieries : a handbook of the law and leading cases.  
London : W. Maxwell & Son. 1884  
Natural Resources  
xxviii, 439 p. ; 17 cm.; UK-50-38; edited by John Coke Fowler and David Lewis. 4th ed.  
Fiche: 43710-43714

Bainbridge, William, 1811-1869.  
A practical treatise on the law of mines and minerals.  
London : H. Butterworth. 1841  
Natural Resources  
xxvi, 606 p. : forms ; 21 cm.; UK-50-45.  
Fiche: 44084-44090

A treatise on the law of waters, and of sewers : including the law relating to rights in the sea, and rights in rivers, canals, dock companies, fisheries, mills, watercourses, &c.  
London : Saunders and Benning. 1830  
Natural Resources  
xxx, 501 p. ; 22 cm.; UK-50-46.  
Fiche: 44158-44163

Supplement to the law of water-courses and sewers : containing the new cases and statutes to the present time.  
London : Saunders and Benning. 1834  
Natural Resources  
54, [2], 10 p. ; 22 cm.; UK-50-47.  
Fiche: 44164

MacSwinney, Robert Forster, b. 1848.  
The law of mines, quarries, and minerals.  
London : W. Maxwell & Son. 1884  
Natural Resources  
xxiv, 737 p. ; 26 cm.; UK-50-41.  
Fiche: 44172-44180

Harrison, George, Sir, d. 1841.  
Substance of a report on the laws and jurisdiction of the stannaries in Cornwall.  
Natural Resources  
178 p. ; 21 cm.; UK-50-43.  
Fiche: 44341-44342

MacSwinney, Robert Forster, b. 1848.  
The law of mines, quarries, and minerals.  
London : Sweet and Maxwell. 1897  
Natural Resources  
Fiche: 44665-44675

Harris, W. A. (William Augustus), 1846-1880.  
Titles to mines in the United States : with the statutes and references to the decisions of the courts relating thereto.  
London : Stevens & Haynes. 1877  
Natural Resources  
91 p. ; 23 cm.; US-50-55.  
Fiche: 52157-52158

Cornwall (England : County).  Stannaries.  
The laws of the stannaries of Cornwall : with marginal notes and references to authorities : to which are added the several acts of Parliament, schedule of fees, resolution of the judges, referred to in the several constitutions, and a copious index.  
Natural Resources  
Fiche: 52609-52610

Hardy, William, writer on mining.  
The miner's guide, or, Complete miner : containing the articles and customs of the High Peak and Wapentake of Wirksworth, Derbyshire : selected, arranged and printed (verbatim), from the works of Hardy and Houghton : to which is added, a new article and a copy of the inquisition taken at Ashburn, Derbyshire, in the 16th year of the reign of King Edward the 1st.  
Wirksworth : J. Cotes. 1810  
Natural Resources  
xix, 150, 10 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.; UK-50-57.  
Fiche: 52753-52755

Cornwall (England : County).  Stannaries.  
The laws of the stannaries of Cornwall : with marginal notes and references to authorities : to which are added the several acts of Parliament, schedule of fees, resolutions of the judges, referred to in the several constitutions, and a copious index.--2nd ed., corr.  
Natural Resources  
136 p. ; 23 cm.; UK-50-58.  
Fiche: 53317-53318
Morrison, R. S. (Robert Stewart), 1843-1920.  
Mining rights in Colorado: acts of Congress, statutes of Colorado, mining district rules, local customs, practice in location and patenting of claims: forms, decisions, &c.  
Denver, Col.: Rocky Mountain News Steam Printing House. 1874  
Natural Resources  
Fiche: 62386-62387

The Complaint and petition of the inhabitants of Wayland, Sudbury, Concord, Bedford and Carlisle.  
Boston: A. Mudge and Son. 1859  
Natural Resources  
Fiche: 67107

Leehey, Maurice D. (Maurice Daniel).  
Leehey's mining code for the use of miners and prospectors in Washington and Alaska: with notes and annotations and forms for general use.  
Seattle, Wash.: Lowman & Hanford Stationery and Print. Co. 1900  
Natural Resources  
103 p.: forms; 23 cm.; US-50-61.  
Fiche: 67209-67210

Bainbridge, William, 1811-1869.  
The law of mines and minerals: with an appendix of mining precedents, fully annotated with references to the text: and a glossary of English mining terms.  
London: Butterworth. 1900  
Natural Resources  
lxxxviii, 859 p.; 26 cm.; UK-50-62; the 5th ed. by Archibald Brown.  
Fiche: 68597-68607

King, John Q. A.  
The laws and rules of practice in Colorado: together with the mining laws of the United States and the state of Colorado, and mining decisions.  
Denver: Whipple & Pierson. 1880  
Natural Resources  
Fiche: 75478-75481

Morrison, R. S. (Robert Stewart), 1843-1920.  
Mining rights in Colorado: lode and placer claims, possessory and patented, from the district organizations to the present time: statutes in full: prospecting, Land office, incorporations, forms, decisions, etc.  
Denver: Chain & Hardy. 1888, c1887  
Natural Resources  
Fiche: 76509-76513

A treatise on the law of waters: including riparian rights, and public and private rights in waters tidal and inland.  
Chicago: Callaghan. 1883  
Natural Resources  
Fiche: 76654-76664

A treatise on the law of waters: including riparian rights, and public and private rights in waters tidal and inland.  
Chicago: Callaghan. 1891  
Natural Resources  
cxxi, 932 p.; 24 cm.; US-50-1; 2nd ed.  
Fiche: 76704-76715

Morrison, R. S. (Robert Stewart), 1843-1920.  
Digest of the law of mines and minerals and of all controversies incident to the subject-matter of mining: comprising the cases in the English and American reports, from the year books to the present time (1878).  
San Francisco: A.L. Bancroft and Co. 1878  
Natural Resources  
Fiche: 78114-78119

Baker, Thomas, b. 1819.  
The laws relating to salmon fisheries in Great Britain: including the statutes passed during the last session of Parliament for England and Scotland, and the whole of the Scotch byelaws.  
London: H. Cox. 1866  
Natural Resources  
viii, 206 p.; 19 cm.; UK-50-68.  
Fiche: 79683-79685

Walmsley, Oswald.  
Guide to the mining laws of the world.  
London: Eyre & Spottiswoode: Sweet & Maxwell. 1894  
Natural Resources  
331 p.; 26 cm.; UK-50-69.  
Fiche: 80337-80340

Doss, Lal Mohun.  
The law of riparian rights, alluvion and fishery: with introductory lectures on the rights of littoral states over the open sea, territorial waters, bays, &c., and the rights of the crown and the littoral proprietors respectively over the fore-shore of the sea.  
Calcutta: Thacker, Spink. 1891  
Natural Resources  
xxix, 439 p.; 25 cm.; UK-50-70.  
Fiche: 80466-80471
Tapping, Thomas, 1817-1886. A treatise on the Derbyshire Mining Customs and Mineral Court Act, 1852 (15 & 16 Vict. c. clxiii) : analytically and practically arranged : embracing firstly, the mining customs articles ... and secondly, the practice and proceedings of the several great and small barmote courts. London : Shaw. 1854 Natural Resources xi, 166 p. : ill. ; 19 cm.; UK-50-71. Fiche: 80600-80601


Peace, Maskell Wm. (Maskell William), 1834-1892. The Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1887 : being the act regulating mines of coal, stratified ironstone, shale, and fireclay : with a digest and a reprint of the statute, and explanatory notes : also an appendix of the official and suggested forms : list of inspectors, examination boards, and secretaries, and instructions to candidates for first and second class certificates : extracts from legal decisions, etc., etc. : also a digest of the law relating to truck, with a reprint of the existing statutes, and notes of cases : with a general index. London : Reeves and Turner. 1888 Natural Resources xiv, 367 p. ; 23 cm.; UK-50-73. Fiche: 80998-81002


Haworth, Charles Joseph. The statute law relating to rivers pollution : containing the Rivers Pollution Prevention Acts, 1876 & 1893, together with the special acts in force in the West Riding of Yorkshire and in the county of Lancaster. London : Stevens and Sons. 1897 Natural Resources viii, 140 p. ; 21 cm.; UK-50-75. Fiche: 81101-81102


Weeks, Edward P. A commentary on the mining legislation of Congress, with a preliminary review of the repealed sections of the Mining Act of 1866 : the whole constituting a complete statement of the law and practice relative to mines, mining, and mineral lands, under United States laws, as construed by the General Land Office, the Secretary of the Interior, and the courts from 1866 to the present time. San Francisco : S. Whitney. 1877 Natural Resources xvi, 451 p. ; 24 cm.; US-50-79. Fiche: 82446-82451
Great Britain.  
The Coal Mines Regulation acts, 1887-1896: with an introduction and full notes and appendices containing official information (including instructions for candidates for examination as managers, &c.), the Truck acts, 1831-96: and also a discussion of the law as to checkweighing.  
London: Butterworth. 1896  
Natural Resources  
Fiche: 83546-83548

Great Britain.  
A collection of acts for encouraging the planting of timber trees.  
Dublin: G. Grierson. 1806  
Natural Resources  
139 p.; 16 cm.; UK-50-81.  
Fiche: 83771-83772